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Atomex X-50FF Fine
Finish Airless Spray Tip

As low as

$69.00

Product Images

Short Description

Atomex X-50FF Fine Finish reversible airless spray tips are made in the USA using the hardest tungsten
carbide in the industry. Ideal for applying gloss water based paints onto doors, architraves, skirting boards
and balustrades at lower pressure with much less overspray and high quality finish.
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Description

Atomex X-50FF Fine Finish airless spray tips are made from the hardest tungsten carbide in the industry
formulated to a Rockwell Hardness of 93 – a diamond’s hardness is 100. We guarantee the longest tip life and
superior pattern in the industry. 

Available sizes for the Atomex X-50FF Fine Finish Airless Spray Tip

 Atomex X-50FF Fine Finish airless spray tips are designed with a pre-orifice at the back of the tip for initial
atomization, the fluid then passes through the second main spray orifice for final atomization which
produces a lower pressure and much finer atomization of the spray finish. 

The finer atomization of the spray allows much lower application pressure. Traditional airless spray tips
require approx 2000psi to produce the correct spray fan without leaving “tram line” or “tracks” at the top and
bottom of the spray fan but the Atomex X-50CT will perform and give you a great spray finish at pressures as
low as 1300psi (depending on the product applied) 

Ideal for applying gloss water based paints onto doors, architraves, skirting boards and balustrades at lower
pressure with much less overspray and high quality finish. These can also be used for industrial metal
applications where a higher standard of paint finish is required. 

As a general guide for fine finishing we have suggested some sizes of tips to be used for various
applications 
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Water Based Enamel and Gloss

Application Tips Size Approx Spray Width

Doors - Internal/External 414 7"-8" (17cm-20cm) Approx

Door Jambs 312 5"-6" (12cm-15cm) Approx

Architraves 312 5"-6" (12cm-15cm) Approx

Skirting Boards 312 5"-6" (12cm-15cm) Approx

Flat and Low Sheen Acrylic

Application Tips Size Approx Spray Width

Ceilings 518 9"-10" (22cm-25cm) Approx

Walls 518 9"-10" (22cm-25cm) Approx

External Cladding 518 9"-10" (22cm-25cm) Approx

Quick Dry Industrial Enamel and 2K Poly

Application Tips Size Approx Spray Width

Flat Wide Metal Surfaces 414 7"-8" (18cm-20cm) Approx

Narrow Metal Surfaces 214 3"-4" (7.5cm-10cm) Approx

These tips can also be used with any electric, petrol and air driven airless sprayer for professional high quality
paint spray finishes. In some cases you will need to adjust the tip size for the material being sprayed. 

Seal alignment, the patented tip seal has a square opening that fits on the end of the tip handle. This unique
feature allows you to easily insert the seal into the guard. Then simply twist the tip handle to line up the seal
cavity accurately to receive the tip shaft. Quick accurate installation every time! 

Atomex X-50FF Fine Finish Reversible Airless Spray Tip Features – 

5000psi Pressure Rating
Can be used at much lower pressure
Interchangeable with most brands
Mega-Hard Tungsten Carbide
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Patented tip seal design
Solvent proof seal
Australia’s largest range of tips in stock
Made in the USA

 

  

 

 

 

 

Additional Information

Brands Atomex
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Product Options

Atomex X50FF Fine Finish Airless Spray Tip: 108
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